YMV Crane and Winch Systems’ New 10 Tons Active Heave Compensation (AHC) Winch System was approved by Turk Loydu Class Authority. YMV SWL 10 T AHC Winch (23 T including wire) with 3.500 meter wire was tested successfully with 34,5 T Static Load and 28,75 T Dynamic Load in the second week of January 2017.

YMV entered to Active Heave Compensation Winch market in 2015.

YMV Winch, YMV A-Frame and YMV Hydraulic Power Unit was built in YMV Factory in Tuzla Istanbul and tested at İstanbul Shipyard.
YMV AHC Winch is built to operate effectively at extreme weather conditions up to Sea State 4, 2 meters wave height, 4 meters of displacement. YMV AHC Winch was specially designed for deep sea rescue operations up to 3.500 meter water depth.
With YMV AHC Control System the winch operator precise control over the load, even when operating in rough sea conditions. The result is increased operational time and minimized weather related downtime.

YMV Crane and Winch Systems has been working in marine industry as leader for more than 50 years. “As well as building new AHC Crane and winches, we can convert existing winch and cranes with necessary refurbishment work and add AHC functionality” explains General Manager Ahmet Yüksel.
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